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The NewAccessHardware.com is a Big Hit 

San Leandro, CA – Since its launch in late March 2015, the new and improved AccessHardware.com 

has proven to be a popular and valuable resource for specifiers, system integrators and installers alike. 

Their positive feedback has been overwhelming and the visitor numbers are off the charts.  

Users appreciate the clean, contemporary look and the flexibility of a responsive site that is fully-

compatible with smart phones and tablets. An improved navigation system with drop-down menus allows 

visitors to quickly find the content they are looking for without having to click deep into the site.  

The centerpiece of the new site is the redesigned and reimagined Manufacturers section. Organized 

alphabetically in groupings, users can now easily distinguish manufacturers by their logo – which links to 

that manufacturer’s dedicated page. Each page includes a description of the manufacturer and its product 

lines/applications, as well as downloadable PDF documents including specification sheets, installation 

sheets, price lists, warranties, technical data sheets and more. In other words, everything you are looking 

for is in one place.  

The new Resources section provides helpful information in the form of training videos, newsletters, press 

releases, links and tutorials. There is also a large selection of short door hardware and access control 

product videos covering a wide range of topics, including the ever-popular “Buy It from Bill” video 

series, which provides a light-hearted take on access control products and trends.  

An exciting new feature of the site that debuted July 13, 2015, is the monthly Flash Sale page. Each 

month customers can order featured products at greatly reduced prices until stock is depleted.  
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Access Hardware is always dedicated to providing great customer service and support. A new Chat 

Function provides quick response time to those with inquiries. An operator is ready to answer questions 

during normal business hours. If it’s after hours, a request may be submitted and an operator will respond 

as soon as possible.  

Representative can also be reached by filling out the new contact form on the improved Contact Us page. 

The Contact Us page also has a map – which allows the user to easily get directions or save the location 

to their Google maps. To learn more about Access Hardware Supply and the wide range of access control 

equipment and accessories it has to offer, visit the new, improved website at AccessHardware.com 

Click HERE for Video Tour 

About Access Hardware Supply 

For over 25 years, Access Hardware Supply has been a premier distributor of locking hardware and 

security control products from leading manufacturers. It proudly provides its customers with outstanding 

service and support at all times. The staff is highly trained, courteous and has the technical knowledge 

needed to solve any application challenge that could potentially arise. Access Hardware is an authorized 

distributor known for an extensive inventory of quality products from top manufacturers that are kept in 

stock to ensure fast and accurate delivery. Service, Knowledge, Inventory…these are the “search terms” 

that bring up Access Hardware Supply. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5s1fJ9spkGs

